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“I bristle at the notion that employee advocacy
is a new thing. In many ways, it’s something
we’ve been trying to do for a long time, and
only recently have the stars aligned between
culture, technology, and product to be able to
roll it out at scale.”
Matt Switzer, Hootsuite

“When we first launched our pilot, I found an
old essay that the President of General Mills
had written in the 1940s that said:
‘PR is everybody’s job.’
That’s especially true today; we all have a role
to play in promoting the company and this is
just the 2015 version of that.”
Kevin Hunt, General Mills
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Planning and adoption of employee
advocacy is quickly growing
90% of
brands are
now pursuing
some form of
employee
advocacy – a
further 2x
increase over
2015
Source: “Social Media
Employee Advocacy:
Tapping Into The Power of
An Engaged Social
Workforce” by Ed
Terpening, 2016

191%
45% of strategists indicated
employee advocacy was a top
priority – a 191% increase in
interest over 2013
Source: “The 2015 State of Social Business: Priorities
Shift from Scaling to Integrating”, by Ed Terpening
and Charlene Li, 2015
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Top business drivers of employee
advocacy
1st Increase reach of our
messages in social
networks
2nd Drive increased
understanding and
brand health of our
organization
3rd Engage employees
more deeply in our
company mission and
their work
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Consumer response to employee advocacy
content is encouraging

31%

47%

of consumers
say they “better understand” companies
whose employees share content

of brands
cite “increased understanding and brand
health” as a priority for employee
advocacy

21%

8%

of consumers
report “liking” employee posts

of consumers
report “sharing” employee posts

Source: “Social Media Employee Advocacy: Tapping Into The Power of An Engaged Social
Workforce” by Ed Terpening, 2016, AltimeterGroup.com

But, employee posts can backfire

20%
of consumers
report they have blocked or unfollowed a connection based on posts
about work. Like anyone struggling
with information overload, followers
will block those that over-post or post
irrelevant content

Source: “Social Media Employee Advocacy: Tapping Into The Power of An Engaged
Social Workforce” by Ed Terpening, 2016, AltimeterGroup.com
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Employee advocacy drives engagement
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Europe lags North America in adoption
o Europeans
share less,
overall: less
than ½ North
America
o Greater
desire for
work-life
separation
o Europeans
half as likely
to have tools
to share
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5 Best Practices for
Planning Action
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1. Set expectations
∙ Define scope and business
expectations
∙ Set realistic targets
∙ Begin pilots with manageable
groups
∙ Work “inside-out”: i.e., employee
engagement goals lead to
positive consumer outcomes
∙ Engage leaders early to clear
silos and motivate employees

“The biggest
barrier is a
psychological
barrier in
expectation.”
Glenn Gaudet,
GaggleAMP

“We have a really
open culture - we
are allowed to ‘try
and fail’.”
Sarah Mortensen,
Cisco EMEA

2. Research & baseline
∙ Find comparative benchmarks
∙ Especially % Employee Adoption

∙ Understand organic sharing
∙ What motivates employees who
share now?
∙ What results do they see?
∙ What barriers do they
experience?

∙ Mine your ESN
∙ Use an Enterprise Social
Network to create and reinforce
culture of sharing internally.
∙ Translate that culture externally
with employee advocacy
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3. Engage & align key stakeholders
Team

Why?

Employee
Communications

o Raise internal awareness
o Department could become long-term home

Human Resources

o Set policy
o Drive engagement through ESNs
o Manage the employee relationship

Legal

o Legal compliance (e.g., FTC disclosure, NLRB, et al)
o Labor, privacy, and regional laws (especially the EU)

Sales

o Social selling
o Align strategies

IT

o Important operations and deployment ally

Marketing / Social
Team

o Think strategically about employee advocacy
o Define KPIs that drive brand impact
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4. Start small, test & learn
∙ Don’t shy away from low-tech
pilots, but realize that they won’t
scale.
∙ Typically, even large brands begin
employee advocacy efforts with as
few as 25-75 employees.
∙ Recruit a respected leader to
promote and model behavior
∙ Invest in employee training:
∙ Convey employee, brand and
consumer/friend benefit
∙ Much more about culture shift than
tools, but you need both
∙ Both classes and 1:1 mentoring
among employees are effective

“Our program is
really quite an old
one. We started it as
an email, with
anywhere from five to
ten pre-written,
legally-approved
tweets for people to
copy-and-paste into
Twitter.”
Nolan Carleton, AT&T

5. Be ready to scale
∙

Define success
∙ Typically, we see 10-40% employee adoption
∙ Define both employee and brand success

∙

Invest in tools that…
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

∙

Match employee interests to the content you ask them to share
Match employee environment & behavior, especially mobile
Allow employees to modify content (unless you’re heavily regulated)
Provide employees success metrics to motivate
Support content discovery for curation

Don’t forget retirees or former employees,
∙ who can outnumber your current workforce and who may have more
valuable connections

∙

Carefully consider content strategy
∙ Combine content curation and original brand content

∙

Govern with policy, listening, training and peer mentoring
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Content employees share

27%

58%

43%

48%
58%

62%
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Related research freely available at AltimeterGroup.com
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Ed Terpening
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ed@altimetergroup.com
@edterpening
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